03 grand marquis headlights

Mercury Grand Marquis owners have reported problems related to headlights under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Mercury Grand Marquis based on all problems reported for
the Grand Marquis. The headlights have failed due to defective light control module. This failure
is noted as Ford recall 15s39, dated April 14, Ford customer service rep says vehicle not
included but did not provide information about recall. Cannot drive car at night, except to pull
lever for bright light toward me driver. See all problems of the Mercury Grand Marquis.
Sometimes the headlights flick on and off while driving. Then when the car is turned off, there is
a clicking noise in the driver side dashboard that continues until it drains the battery. Also,
sometimes the door locks cycle open or closed whether the car is driving or off. This has
happened multiple times and caused me to replace the battery, and still I have to jump the car
from time to time. This has happened several times over the past few years, but only now have I
found this site to report it to. Low beam headlight right side does not work. Tl the contact owns
a Mercury Grand Marquis. The contact stated while driving at various speeds, the headlights
became inoperable without warning. The vehicle was taken to grieco Ford of fort lauderdale n
federal hwy, fort lauderdale, FL , to be diagnosed. The contact was informed that the lighting
control module needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was
contacted however, no further assistance was provided. The failure mileage was , I purchased a
05 Mercury Grand Marquis and had issues with the headlights going out while driving at night. I
seen that there was a recall on this issue for my vehicle but when I called the Ford dealer they
said my car wasn't registered for a recall. No one was able to inform me why my specific vehicle
was excluded from the recall. If I'm telling them that I'm having a problem that they clearly know
about why are they charging me to fix it?. Arrived at appointment and service manager noted
Ford would not reimburse them to replace lcm, could do a rewire car per their computer
instructions and something about diagnostic fees, and I needed to contact Ford customer
support to get a number authorizing the dealer to replace the lcm as noted as remedy in NHTSA
15v Called customer support and heard automated message thru automated call system related
to their 15s39 that they would notify when parts are available, this didn't seem contacted
customer support online noting issue and they did not provide needed for that dealer and
suggested going to another dealer. Headlight module went out , brought car to spring hill Ford
dealer dundee IL. Car was under new recall but the dealer did not have the newly designed part
yet so they put in the same defective part and told me they would call me when the new parts
become available. They never did despite months of me calling them. Now the old design part is
acting up again but in the dealer reported my car as having the recall fixed, which was untrue.
My car should never have had been marked down as having the recall fixed. I still have the same
old defective part in my car. Ford should redo their paperwork and have this recall properly
marked as not fixed. I spoke to Ford this morning and the foreigner on the phone just wasn't
getting it. Came out it was dark I just started the car up and I had no headlights are my friends
follow me to my house without lights. While driving approximately 50 mph at night, the
headlights turned off without warning. The contact utilized the high beam headlights. The
contact took the vehicle to moffitt's Ford Lincoln , located at se marshall st, boone, IA where it
was diagnosed that the lighting system needed to be replaced. The part was ordered. The failure
mileage was approximately , The lighting control module lcm of my son's Mercury Grand
Marquis malfunctioned while he was driving home at night causing his interior, headlights, and
other controls to shut off causing a dangerous situation on an open highway. After checking
with several dealers, apparently his Mercury is one of the few of the , recalled vehicles that do
not qualify for recall repair of the lighting control module lcm. I feel that because of the similar
nature of the failure of the lcm that the recall should be expanding to cover his VIN and the lcm
be replaced free of charge. Replaced the lcm in October per recall. Replacement lcm has failed
also. Headlights fail to come on or stay on. Hold high beam flash to see at night. While
operating the vehicle, the headlights suddenly shut off. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic who diagnosed that the headlight module was faulty and needed to be
replaced. An unknown dealer and the manufacturer were notified of the failure, but no
assistance was offered. The contact indicated that the vehicle was previously repaired for the
same failure, but the failure recurred. The VIN was not available. The lighting control module is
defective. We have no headlights. The dealer replaced a general electric module, part
5w7z13cac in when we brought the car to NJ from NY after my husband's father passed away.
They were supposed to replace the lighting control module but said it was a "similar part". The
headlights flickered at that time. Now, the headlights are completely out and our mechanic said
its covered under recall 15s Winner Ford said our vehicle is not covered under 15s39 recall.
Ford said our vehicle is not covered under the recall 15s39 but we should pay for the
replacement of the lighting control module and keep the receipts. This is a safety issue that

should be covered under the recall and winner Ford and Ford manufacturers are refusing
despite the defective vehicle. We drove 60 miles without headlights! Can someone please
investigate and advise us. While driving 30 mph, the headlights went out and turned back on
intermittently. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer and dealer were not
notified of the failure. Headlights go out when driving. I can pull back to do the passing lights
and then come on while I am holding it. I can kick the lighting control module above the gas
pedal and sometimes it will come on while I am driving. Other times I have to pullover put the
car in park and kick till it comes back on. This will happen several times. The contact owns a
Mercury Grand Marquis. While driving at unknown speeds, the headlights shut off without
warning. The contact called the local dealer billy cain Ford, maysville rd, commerce, GA , and
was informed that the headlight module needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was not
contacted. Headlights stop working at night and will not come back on. Only headlights. All
other lights work fine. While driving 80 mph, the headlights shut off without warning. The
contact called the local dealer performance Ford tooele, n main st, tooele, ut , and was informed
that the vehicle was previously repaired per NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior lighting.
The failure mileage was unknown. While driving various speeds, the headlights and instrument
panel lighting failed to illuminate. The contact stated that the failure occurred periodically. The
vehicle was not taken to a dealer or independent mechanic for diagnostic testing or repairs. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failure. Tl - the contact owns a Mercury Grand Marquis. The
contact stated that while driving 65 mph her headlights seized intermittently. The contact stated
that the vehicle exhibited the same symptoms as NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior
lighting. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer to be diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer
was notified and provided no information. The failure mileage was approximately , Coming from
a concert which thankfully was very close to home, the headlights did not turn on and there
were no dash lights. The vehicle was not in motion but as the car was starting to move, still no
lights. There was a recall on this vehicle in lcm 15s39 that was repaired and reimbursed by our
local Ford dealership. This was a known issue for Mercury Grand Marquis and crown victoria. I
have since seen complaints come up as of Jan. This is a horrendous safety issue and not an
inexpensive fix. How many more times will this keep happening? Tried contacting Ford
customer service and they were no help!! The headlights went out on my car while driving home
in a snow storm. When I took my vechile to pepboys to find out whats wrong. They said it was
the lighting control module that can only be repaired at Ford dealership. They also stated it was
a recall on this. When I took it to Ford they said their was no recall on the module. I am unable
to drive my vechile, I cant get to work. Which I am in jeopardy of losing my job. If this is on
recall why wont Ford fix my car. It put me and my children in harms way of almost crashing
trying to make it home. When driving at night, headlights will sometime become dim, usually the
headlights will cut off. Less than a minute, after they go off,headlights will return back on. The
contact stated that the front driver and passenger side headlights were dim and prevented the
contact from seeing at night. There were no warning indicators illuminated. The contact called
bert wolfe Ford at located at patrick st plaza, charleston, wv where it was confirmed that no
recalls were associated with the VIN. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and provided
case number: cas The approximate failure mileage was , Consumer writes seeking
reimbursements for vehicle repairs related to a safety recall. Consumer sent additional
correspondence. The consumer stated the manufacturer claimed the reimbursement had been
processed, but the consumer did not received the payment. The contact stated that there was a
recall for the lighting control module concerning NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior
lighting. The dealer autonation Ford jacksonville, philips hwy, jacksonville, FL , was contacted,
but was unable to determine when the part would be supplied from the manufacturer. The
contact stated that the low beam headlights failed to function, which caused the contact to
apply the high beams each time the failure occurred. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was not available. VIN tool confirms parts not available. I have a
serious dangerous situation going on with the headlights that could end with fatal results. The
headlights will go out by themselves at night which could result in a car crash. The lights will go
out without warning while the vehicle is in motion wherever you are. Consumer writes in
regards to head light failure. While driving approximately 60 mph, the headlights went out
without warning. The contact managed to drive home. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
borman autoplex in las cruces, nm, where it was diagnosed that the lighting module needed to
be repaired. The technician stated that the failure was repaired earlier per an unknown recall;
therefore, the contact would be responsible for the repair cost. The manufacturer was called
and stated that the recall repair was a one-time repair and hung up the phone. The failure was
not repaired. The failure mileage was not provided. While driving approximately 45 mph, the
headlights suddenly began to flicker off and on. The vehicle was taken to an independent

mechanic who diagnosed that the light control module was faulty and needed to be replaced.
The manufacturer was notified of the failure, but no assistance was offered. The local dealer
was not notified. While driving 15 mph, the low beam headlights went out. The contact stopped
and drove home using the high beam headlights. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer or an
independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The approximate failure mileage was 62, While
driving 60 mph, the headlights failed without warning. As a result, the contact struck the rear
passenger side bumper on a guardrail. The contact sustained injuries to the neck and
shoulders, which required medical attention. The contact visited her doctor. A police report was
not filed. Neither a dealer nor an independent mechanic were contacted. The manufacturer was
not made aware of the failure. While driving 70 mph, the headlights shut off without warning.
The contact stated that the failure occurred twice since April of In addition, the lighting control
module failed. A dealer was not made aware of the failure. The manufacturer was made aware of
the issue and stated that no assistance could be provided because there was no recall on the
vehicle. While driving, the headlights became inoperable without warning. The contact stated
that NHTSA campaign number: 15v exterior lighting exceeded a reasonable amount of time for
repair. The contact was unsure when the recall notification letter was received, but it was over a
year ago. The contact stated that the headlights failed to operate. The dealer and manufacturer
were not contacted or made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately 99, Car
Problems. Headlights problem of the Mercury Grand Marquis 1. Headlights problem of the
Mercury Grand Marquis 2. Headlights problem of the Mercury Grand Marquis 3. Headlights
problem of the Mercury Grand Marquis 4. Headlights problem of the Mercury Grand Marquis 5.
Headlights problem of the Mercury Grand Marquis 6. Headlights problem of the Mercury Grand
Marquis 7. Headlights problem of the Mercury Grand Marquis 8. Headlights problem of the
Mercury Grand Marquis 9. Headlights problem of the Mercury Grand Marquis Problem Category
Number of Problems Headlights problems Exterior Lighting problems. Headlight Switch
problems. Turn Signal problems. Tail Light Switch problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light
Unit problems. Brake Light problems. Headlight Concealment Device problems. Turn Signal
Switch problems. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore
more. Add your complaint? The contact owns a Mercury Grand Marquis. While driving 30 mph,
the headlights went out and turned back on intermittently. The vehicle was not diagnosed or
repaired. The manufacturer and dealer were not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
approximately , Add Complaint. Consumer writes in regards to vehicle headlights malfunction.
The consumer stated while driving at night on a dark road, the headlights went out. The lights
would normally come on automatically by a sensor when it was dark. The consumer stated he
was unable to turn them on manually. The consumer stated a sensor went bad. The contact was
driving 55 mph when the headlights failed. The contact had to pull to the side of the road and
attempted to get the lights to function properly but to no avail. She was able to get the high
beams to work by holding the wand in the flash to pass mode. The vehicle was taken to a
personal mechanic for diagnosis and the contact was informed that the light control module
would need replacing. The manufacturer was notified but offered no assistance. The vehicle had
not been repaired. The failure and the current mileages were 42, Almost crashed had I not raised
high beam lever on steering column. Low beam operates intermittently. Diagnosed as electronic
control module failure. If no recall, someone will die. I own a Mercury Grand Marquis and the
headlights will randomly decide to work or not work. Most times they work for minutes and then
just go out.. The only way to see is to manually hold the high beam light in position while
driving. The contact stated that the headlights on the vehicle were extremely dim and for
approximately one year. The failure progressed to where the headlights would illuminate and
then fail altogether intermittently. The vehicle was taken for diagnosis and the mechanic
determined that the light control module was defective and would need replacing. The vehicle
was not repaired. The failure mileage was approximately 60, and the current mileage was 84,
The contact stated the headlights would shut off without warning. The contact stated he was
advised by a certified mechanic that the light control module was defective and causing the
failure. The failure mileage was 58, and the current mileage was 58, The contact stated that
while driving, the headlights suddenly turned off. The lights on the instrument panel stayed lit
but the headlights and high beams turned off completely. The vehicle was taken to a repair shop
where a module located inside a black box near the accelerator pedal was replaced. The current
and failure mileages were approximately 45, While driving at approximately 45 mph, the
headlights suddenly turned off. He pulled over and after a minute, the headlights turned back
on. They continued to flicker while driving; however, the lights would not come back on after he
reached his destination. He took the vehicle to the dealer who stated that the lighting control
module was the cause of the failure. The vehicle had not been repaired to-date. He had not
spoken with the manufacturer to-date. The current mileage was 85, The failure mileage was

approximately 85, While driving 60 mph at night without a warning the headlights shut off. All of
the lights other than the headlights were operating normally. The failure has occurred
approximately 10 times. A local service garage stated that the lighting control module caused
the failure. The headlights have not been repaired. The failure mileage was and the current
mileage was The contact stated that the headlights shut off while driving approximately 35 mph.
The length of time that the lights remain off varies. The parking lights stay on and the signal
lights work; however, the headlights remain off. The current mileage was , The contact stated
that the headlights module failed. While driving approximately 45 mph at night the headlights
shut off and caused the driver to hit a deer. The front end was damaged. The dealer advised the
contact to
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report the failure to the manufacturer. There were no related recalls on the headlights. The
failure mileage was , The head-lights intermittently fail. She attempted to contact the
manufacturer, but was not able to speak with a representative. The failure mileage was 69, The
headlights fail intermittently, and he was unable to turn them on manually. The only way to turn
the headlights on was to activate the high beams, or restart the vehicle. The manufacturer was
aware of the problem, but has not issued a recall. The failure mileage was 75, Headlamp failure.
Apparent cause is failure of lighting module "black box" with defective soldering. Box is
apparently not protected by fuses. Plus installation costs and taxes. Headlights stop working
when car warms up. Cannot drive car after dark due to this. I can pull over, turn ignition off, let
car cool a bit and then restart and lights will work for a short time. I have checked all fuses and
relays associated with headlights and all are good.

